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Manuscripts, Printed Books, and Near Eastern Studies in North America: 
The Manuscripts in Arabic Script of Columbia Libraries1  
 

Perceptions of books change with time; and with them there change also our ways of using and 
looking at books. 

      David McKitterick, Print, Manuscript, and the Search for Order, 1450–1830 (2003) 
 

No print culture was ever established overnight. 
 D. F. McKenzie, “Trading Places? England 1689France 1789” (1998) 

 
It is a hallmark of U.S. collections of Islamic manuscripts that they originated much later than 
the renowned collections in Turkey and Western Europe, where in some twenty-first century 
institutions the oldest layers of Islamic manuscript collections are sixteenth-century 
acquisitions.2  In general, their emergence reflects how after the Civil War (1861–1865) wealthy 
individuals increasingly invested their private fortunes into book and art collections, while 
institutions of higher learning transformed themselves from provincial professional colleges into 
internationally competitive research universities.  Whenever philanthropists were looking for a 
cause worthy of their support, research universities had a legitimate case and were indeed 
among the beneficiaries.3  In the twentieth century the growth of the American research 
university was thus accompanied by the systematic development of astounding library holdings, 
which were furthermore spared irreparable losses by war, political turmoil and revolution, or 
natural desaster.  In general, U.S. collections of Islamic manuscripts have remained intact, 
barring the occasional deaccessioning of Islamic holdings from specialized rare book libraries, 
such as the Newberry Library in Chicago.  

The about 600 Islamic manuscripts which entered Columbia Libraries between 1890 and 
1960 form one of the lesser known U.S. collections.4  Its relative obscurity reflects that 

                                            
1  This article is a revised version of “The Analysis of a Manuscript Collection as a Contribution to the 
History of Printing in the Middle East: The Manuscripts in Arabic Script in Columbia University 
Libraries,” which I presented at the colloquium in May 2010.  I owe much to Jane R. Siegel, a Rare Book 
Librarian of Columbia’s Rare Book and Manuscript Library (RBML).   Kaoukab Chebaro, the Middle 
Eastern Studies Bibliographer of Columbia Libraries, kindly shared with me her spreadsheets of the 
Smith, Plimpton, and Jeffery collections.  Ulrich Marzolph read an earlier draft and generously provided 
references.  All errors are mine.   
2  The late establishment of U.S. collections is perhaps the main reason why Annie Berthier limits herself 
to the discusision of European collections in Déroche, Manuel: 367–369. 
3  Noteworthy examples of U.S. philanthropy overseas are the Chester Beatty Library in Dublin and the 
Wellcome Library in London, which both preserve the American public-library model by providing free 
access for the public.  Moreover, both institutions have important collections of Islamic manuscripts. 
4  Columbia Libraries also owns Arabic papyri, all of which are catalogued in the digital database of the 
Advanced Papyrological Information System (APIS), available at: 
http://www.columbia.edu/cu/lweb/projects/digital/apis/.  Some Arabic texts on parchment and paper, 
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Columbia Libraries ceased to actively acquire manuscripts in Arabic script, once the university 
had reorganized its Semitic and Indo-Iranian Studies departments as Area Studies programs, 
which were increasingly oriented towards the Social Sciences.  I will use this collection, which 
is quite modest if compared to the collections of more than 10,000 Islamic manuscripts in the 
libraries of Princeton and UCLA, to explore the interdependence between the emergence of 
Near Eastern Studies in North America, collection development in Columbia Libraries, and 
book trade in the Muslim Near East.  Because the oldest layer of this collection was established 
at the end of the nineteenth century, during the last phase of the Islamic manuscript tradition, 
the collection reflects how the manuscript-to-print transition impacted the book trade.  After 
1850 large-scale commercial publishing houses began to dominate the Islamic book production 
in the Near East and India,5 so that the interplay between indigenous book production and book 
trade also determined the format in which Islamic books circulated in Europe and North 
America.  Not all known and popular texts were immediately available in both formats so that a 
collector could not always choose between a manuscript copy and a printed book published in 
the Near East or India.  Although a collector could only be more selective whenever texts were 
available in more than one format, different formats were never traded equally.  A future in-
depth analysis of this collection promises to provide evidence for the intellectual and cultural 
history of the Near East, while shedding new light on the history of Near Eastern Studies in 
North America.   

After a short examination of the reasons why the parallel production of manuscripts and 
printed books is not attracting much attention in Near Eastern Studies, I will summarize the 
history of the collection.  The essay will conclude with a closer look at three Islamic 
manuscripts (FIGURES 1-3) purchased before 1929 to explore how these acquisitions were 
related to contemporary book culture in the Near East (FIGURES 4-8).   

 
Books and identity 

We understand medieval Islamic civilization, in the words of Walid Saleh, as “one of the 
most bookish of pre-modern cultures.”6  But measured against the exalted rhetoric in praise of 
the riches of Islamic manuscripts,7 the current state of research about their codicology and 

                                                                                                                                  
which date after 800 CE, are included into APIS, probably because these items were purchased, together 
with the papyri, in Egypt and the database was the only readily available option for their cataloguing. 
5  For a short reference to the importance of the large editions of Arabic and Persian books issued by the 
the Naval Kishore Press in Lucknow, see Stark, Empire: 27. 
6  Saleh, Formation: 207. 
7  For a remarkably emotional outburst about the power of manuscripts to make or break careers, as 
experienced by a sociologist who began his career as a student of Ewald Wagner, see: “Im Leben der 
Orientalisten und Islamwissenschaftler spielt – vielleicht mehr als in den anderen Philologien – der 
Zugriff auf Handschriften eine geradezu schicksalhafte Rolle.  Ich kenne das aus eigener Erfahrung, … 
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paleography is remarkably low-key.  Although we take pride in the distinguished tradition of 
Islamic learning, the challenge of how to cope most effectively with the remarkable wealth of 
the Islamic manuscript tradition—which primarily preserves the literary heritage of the Arabic, 
Persian, and Turkish languages—is often side-stepped by lamenting about the primary sources 
actually available for research.8  This widely practiced strategy suggests that one of the crucial 
issues of Near Eastern Studies in the twenty-first century is not a general paucity of written 
sources.  On the contrary, the challenge is that we have too many.  This statement may seem 
counterintuitive, especially since survival rates do of course vary widely, from century to 
century.  Still, we tend to be discreet about the wealth of sources written in Arabic script,9 and 
the matter is rarely addressed outside specialized codicological studies.10  In our research we 
usually prefer printed books in Arabic script, arguing, with some justification, that access to 
original Islamic manuscripts has remained difficult.11  

The enormous number of preserved manuscripts in Arabic script reflects the long life of the 
Islamic manuscript tradition.  Yet the late adaptation of letterpress printing, if compared to the 
history of printing in European Christian societies, is also widely seen as the most damning 
evidence for the intellectual decline of Islamic civilization after 1500.  The manuscript-to-print 
transition in Muslim Near Eastern societies is therefore largely dismissed as theoretically and 
practically less significant.  This lack of interest is salient, because the complimentary 
production of manuscripts and printed books is well known from research about the history of 
printing in early modern Europe which during the last decades has transformed our 

                                                                                                                                  
jene[n] schicksalhaften Zufälle[n] …, die mit dem Hinweis auf die Bereitstellung oder gar der 
apodiktischen Zuweisung von Handschriften ins Rollen kamen” (Stauth, “Hellmut Ritter”: 31–32 n. 25). 
8  Humphreys, Islamic History: “Islamists like to complain about the state of their sources, but in fact 
what they have is extraordinarily rich and varied” (25). 
9  See, for example, Robinson, Islamic Historiography.  The textbook includes four plates with pages of 
manuscripts in the Bodleian Library (pp. 33, 69, 107, 108, cf. p. viii), while in the third and final section 
(pp. 157–186), Robinson relies on indirect literary evidence to describe “How historians worked.”  Yet he 
does not connect the indirect literary testimony with the concrete physical evidence of any manuscript, 
and thus his captions do not even offer a date for the illustrated codices.    
10  For a quantitative approach to Mongol book production, see Nourane Ben Azzouna, “La production de 
manuscrits en Iraq et en Iran occidental à l’époque des dynasties mongoles: Les Ilkhanides et les 
Djalayirides (656–814/1258–1411),” Ph.D. diss., Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes, Paris 2009.  
Unforunately I have not yet had access to this study, which was supervised by François Déroche. 
11  Free copies of completely digitized Islamic manuscripts are proliferating on the internet (e.g., Leiden 
University Library, Bodleian Library, Michigan University Library, Harvard University Library) as 
digitization has been heartily embraced by both scholars and librarians, in order to facilitate access.   
There is, however, little debate how these digital copies will impact the codicological study of the original 
physical artefact. 
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understanding of the impact of communication technology on the European Scientific 
Revolution and the Enlightenment.12 

Scholars of the modern Near East consider the nineteenth-century introduction of large-scale 
commercial printing an important factor for the establishment of modern nation states.  This 
starting point explains why research on the history of the Islamic book, be it handwritten or 
printed, tends to be organized within the confines of the separate disciplines of Arabic, Iranian, 
and Turkish studies so that specialists of the Arabic, Persian, and Turkish book, handwritten or 
printed, rarely compare notes.13  Only scholars of the history of the book in India start with the 
assumption of a multilingual and religiously diverse society, in which British and Indian 
publishers issued Hindu, Muslim, Christian, Jewish, and Zoroastrian books in a variety of 
languages, including Arabic, Armenian, Persian, Urdu, and Hindi.14  But recent studies of the 
Būlāq printing houses document a similar situation in Egypt where in the first half of the 
nineteenth century less than 50 percent of the Būlāq output was of books in Arabic.15  The 
nineteenth-century concept of a nation state with a single national language makes the parallel 
uses of Arabic, Persian, and Ottoman, which continued in some regions of the Near East at least 
until the collapse of the Ottoman Empire, seem less relevant, as well as more challenging to 
conceptualize.   

In research about the printed Islamic book there are of course the obligatory references to 
scribal traditions and manuscript production.16  But historians of printing tend to stay away from 
manuscripts and, conversely, manuscript specialists prefer rare, old, or beautiful codices or 
fragments, and perhaps occasionally handle lithographs, as they can be understood as second-

                                            
12  The lively interest in the complimentary production of manuscripts and printed books in Western 
Europe was in part a reaction to Elizabeth Eisenstein’s 1979 study about the impact of the printing press 
on the Scientific Revolution; cf. for example, Dane, Myth: 10–31, and a few passing references in 
McKitterick, Print: 99, 135, and 225.  In Near Eastern Studies, Eisenstein’s work has exerted considerable 
influence on historians of the printed book (e.g., Stark, Empire: 4–5; Geoffrey Roper in Baron, Agent of 
Change: 250–267), yet to my knowledge it did not trigger research on the parallel uses of manuscript and 
printed book in nineteenth-century Near Eastern societies. 
13  In their contributions about the editing of Arabic and Persian manuscripts in Pfeiffer and Kropp, 
Theoretical Approaches to the Transmission of Knowledge, neither Wadad al-Qadi nor Iraj Afshar refers 
once to material written in another Near Eastern language than their own.  
14  See for example the contributions in Abhijit and Chakravorty, Print Areas. 
15  Dagmar Glass in Marzolph, Das gedruckte Buch: 55 table 2; and Cheng-Hsiang Hsu in Sadgrove, 
History of Printing: 10–16 appendices I-V. 
16  For a sentimental view of manuscript culture, which seems unaware of streamlined manuscript 
production or the ideal of perfection in calligraphy, see: “While mechanical reproduction produces 
versions outwardly identical to the original, the manual process of copying results in copies without any 
claim to physical identity.  The claim is, rather, one of an exact substantive equivalence through human-
to-human linkages, as conveyed in personal scripts.” (Messick, “On the Question of Lithography”: 171); 
and “The step from the rare and costly manuscript to the mass-produced printed book … was indeed 
revolutionary.” (Stark, Empire: 19). 
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order manuscripts, closer to facsimiles than to printed books.  Although this division of labor is 
sensible in our highly specialized times, it is just an artificial division that we impose on the 
available evidence.  In the 1850s when Karl Heinrich Graf (1815–1869) published a series of 
articles about poems by Saʿdī (d. between 691 and 695/1292 and 1296), he mentioned that to his 
disappointment a nineteenth-century manuscript of the divan in the Königliche Bibliothek in 
Berlin had been copied from the 1795 edition printed in Calcutta.17  A printed book spawned the 
copying of manuscripts because, in the words of Donald McKenzie, “we did not stop speaking 
when we learned to write, nor writing when we learned to print.”18  The parallel uses of both 
formats until the early twentieth century are documented by the bibliographies of Brockelmann 
and Storey, neither of whom separated manuscripts from printed books, or books printed in 
Europe from those printed in the Near East and India. 
 
From research on Oriental languages to Area Studies programs  

Columbia, unlike Harvard, Yale, or Princeton, never had a Divinity School.  Since Islam 
was not taught at Columbia in the context of Christian theology, Columbia Libraries did at first 
not actively seek to acquire Islamic books.19  But in 1886, when Columbia first appointed 
Richard J. H. Gottheil (1862–1936)20 and A. V. Williams Jackson (1862–1937)21 to teach 
Semitic and Indo-Iranian languages, respectively, the university added the study of Oriental 
languages to its curricula.   Gottheil and Jackson were both alumni of Columbia College with a 
German graduate training, and remained at their alma mater throughout their distinguished 
careers.  In the 1890s Columbia University began to award advanced degrees in Near Eastern 
Studies, while Columbia Libraries fostered this new educational mission by acquiring Islamic 
books as texts in the Oriental languages.  The collecting of Arabic, Persian, and Ottoman 

                                            
17  Graf, “Aus Saʿdi’s Diwan”: 92 n. 2; for an example from 1930s Yemen, see Messick, “On the 
Question of Lithography”: 173. 
18  McKenzie, Making Meaning: 238.  
19  Some U.S. seminary libraries actively collected Islamic manuscripts.  There are, for example, no 
Islamic manuscripts in the Missionary Research Library which today belongs to Burke Library at Union 
Theological Seminary.  But Hartford Seminary Library owned about 1,250 Arabic codices within their 
collection of some 1,600 Near Eastern manuscripts.  In 2005 Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library 
of Yale University purchased the entire collection.  I am indebted to Simon Samoeil for this information. 
20  Marianne Sanua, “Gottheil, Richard James Horatio,” in American National Biography Online, Feb. 
2000: http://www.anb.org/articles/08/08-01843.html (accessed 22 Feb. 2011); cf. Bloch, “Gottheil.”  In 
1887, Gottheil was appointed to the first endowed chair of Jewish studies in the U.S., dedicated to 
Semitic languages and Rabbinical literature. 
21  William W. Malandra, “Jackson, Abraham Valentine Williams,” in Encyclopaedia Iranica Online, 
Dec. 2007: http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/jackson-abraham-valentine-williams (accessed 22 Feb. 
2011); cf. Perry, “Jackson.”  Prior to Jackson classes in Sanskrit were offered within the context of Indo-
Germanic linguistics.  Jackson became adjunct professor of English in 1891, and was promoted to a chair 
of Indo-Iranian Languages and Literatures in 1895. 
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sources was originally coordinated with the development of holdings in languages, such as 
Hebrew, Akkadian, Syriac, Amharic, Avestan, Middle Persian, or Sanskrit.  The exact number 
of Islamic texts, codices, fragments, and ephemera, which Columbia Libraries acquired between 
1890 and 1960, has not yet been established with certainty, because not all items have 
provenance records.   

The history of the collection can be divided in four phases.  The oldest layer comprises 
donations and purchases between 1895 and 1929.22  Its most fortuitous event was the 
establishment of the Cotheal Fund for the Increase of the Library in 1896.  Alexander I. Cotheal 
(1804–1894), a New York merchant and book collector,23 became a member of the American 
Oriental Society (AOS) in September 1846, a mere four years after its foundation in 1842, and 
for the next five decades he remained deeply involved with all AOS activities.24  Cotheal knew 
both Gottheil and Jackson as fellow members of the AOS,25 and in 1892 and 1895 Columbia 
Libraries had already received an unspecified number of books in Cotheal’s memory.26  Thanks 
to the Cotheal Fund, Columbia Libraries had now a budget for more expensive books in 
Oriental languages, such as manuscripts offered by dealers in Egypt, India, and Europe.27  
Gutter notes in manuscripts indicate that both Gottheil and Jackson were actively involved with 
growing the collection.  Both scholars extensively traveled in the Near East and India, and 
obtained manuscripts for Columbia Libraries during their stays in Egypt, Iran, and India.28  

                                            
22  Three separate gifts of Arabic and Persian manuscripts are listed for 1896, 1904, and 1906 in the 
official 1929 survey, published by Columbia’s Office of the Treasurer and entitled Gifts and Bequests.  
But the survey does not mention the 1913 gift by Abraham Yohannan, which is discussed below. 
23  In the late 1850s his library of about 10,000 volumes included a few Arabic manuscripts which 
received extra attention in Wynne, “Alexander I. Cotheal’s Library”: 169–172. 
24  For Cotheal’s interest in Arabic literature, see his eulogy in the Treasurer’s Report: “Proceedings, 29-
31 March 1894,” Journal of the American Oriental Society 16 (1896): lii–liii.  Cotheal was also an active 
and lifelong member of the American Ethnological Society which he had joined about the same time as 
the AOS, in the 1840s (Omar, “Autobiography”: 789). 
25  The published minutes of the AOS meetings in the 1880s and 1890s included role taking, documenting 
that Cotheal, Gottheil, and Jackson attended the same meetings. 
26  Cotheal used a name stamp, and so far I have identified his manuscript copies of Bayḍāwī’s Anwār al-
tanzīl (MS arab. X893.7 K842), Badr al-Dīn b. Qāḍī Samāwna’s Jāmiʿ al-fuṣūlayn  (MS arab. X893.7 
K11X893.7 K11), Jāmī’s al-Fawāʾid al-ḍiyāʾiyya (MS arab. X893.7 J24), and Ḥarīrī’s al-Maqāmāt (MS 
arab. X893.7 H22), as well as a prayerbook (MS arab. and turk. X893.794 M72). 
27  So far I have only found gutter notes that document Gottheil’s use of the Cotheal Fund for the 
purchase of Arabic manuscripts.  Printed books purchased on the Cotheal Fund, which is still an active 
endowment, have a Cotheal Fund bookplate, though books rebound since their acquisition have often lost 
this identifying bookplate.  
28  The examples of Gottheil and Jackson conducting research in the Near East (Bloch, “Gottheil”: 478) 
and India (Perry, “Jackson”:  222) raises doubts whether nineteenth-century philology should be blamed 
for “the armchair scholar of Oriental languages” who “armed with a dictionary and a grammar … could 
decipher all that was important about the culture and character of Orientals” (Kurzman and Ernst, 
“Islamic Studies”: 11–12).  Moreover, the relative ease of travel in the twenty-first century makes it easy 
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These early acquisitions were, however, not motivated by the goal of building a collection of 
beautifully illustrated books.  On the contrary.  The art dealer Samuel P. Avery (1822–1904)29 
and the businessman Alexander S. Cochran (1874–1929)30 gave to the university manuscripts 
that were valued for their texts.  Avery was one of the founding fathers of the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art (MMA), which received in 1913 from Cochran 22 illustrated Islamic 
manuscripts that quickly became famous for the high quality of their miniatures.31  The Persian 
manuscripts donated by Avery and Cochran to Columbia Libraries therefore indicate a clear 
division of labor between different New York institutions.  

During this first phase, Arabic and Persian manuscripts constituted the bulk of the new 
Islamic acquisitions.  But by the late 1920s the Arabic manuscripts were better known, as is 
suggested by two articles from 1902 and 1929.32  The first was written by the Iranian émigré 
Abraham Yohannan (1853–1923),33 and provided a detailed description of the Persian 
manuscript given by Avery.  Yohannan was an Assyrian Christian who became an Episcopalian 
minister in New York, and in the 1890s enrolled at Columbia University to study with both 
Gottheil and Jackson.  After the completion of his dissertation about modern Syriac in 1900, 
Yohannan continued to teach modern Oriental languages at Columbia, and later wrote with 
Jackson the catalog of the Cochran manuscripts in the MMA.  Although Yohannan donated 
about 60 Persian printed books and manuscripts to Columbia Libraries in 1913,34 he did not 
publish another scholarly work about the Persian manuscripts in Columbia Libraries.  Moreover, 
in 1929, when the Turkologist Nicholas N. Martinovitch (1883–1954) published a handlist of 

                                                                                                                                  
to overlook that travel and field research, in the past as much as in the present, depend also on such 
practical matters as funding, the availability of which is never only a reflection of scholarly merit. 
29  Yohannan, “A Manuscript of Gul ū Naurūz;” the call number—MS pers. X892.8 R86— is not stated 
in the article.  In 1890 Avery and his wife had established the library of Columbia’s Department of 
Architecture in memory of their son Henry O. Avery (1852–1890).  In 1902, Avery donated this formal 
copy to Columbia Libraries. 
30  Cochran was a graduate of Yale College, but in 1907 he had travelled with Jackson to Iran, and the 
following year Cochran gave Columbia Libraries an unspecified number of Persian manuscripts.  So far I 
have identified an unillustrated Shāh-nāmah (MS pers. X892.8 F512, 1 vol.), a Burzū-nāmah (MS pers. 
X892.8 B28 F, 2 vols.), and an Avesta abridgment, known as Khorda Avesta (MS av. X892.5 Av3 I F).  
Particularly important is the Burzū-nāmah, which was purchased in India and is not listed in Storey/de 
Blois, V/2, pp. 569–570. 
31  Jackson and Yohannan, Catalogue of the Collection of Persian Manuscripts.  
32  Yohannan, “A Manuscript of Gul ū Naurūz;” and Martinovitch, “Arabic, Persian and Turkish 
Manuscripts.” 
33  Abraham Yohannan, A Modern Syriac-English Dictionary: Part 1, Ph.D. diss., Columbia University, 
1900: unpaginated “Vita.”  
34  Abraham Yohannan, Gift of Books, November 1913, RBML X892.01 Y95, typescript; I have not yet 
identified any of his books in RBML or the General Collection. 
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the Islamic collection, 35 he described 37 Arabic, 5 Ottoman, and 2 Ottoman-Arabic, but only 1 
Persian and 2 Persian-Arabic manuscripts.36  The Persian manuscripts given by Cochran, for 
example, are missing from his survey.  Martinovitch was a Tsarist diplomat who after the 
Revolution taught Oriental languages at the University of Petrograd.37  In New York, he 
occasionally worked as lecturer at Columbia University, and became known as a connoisseur of 
Islamic art.  Since Martinovitch had previously catalogued the Ottoman and Persian manuscripts 
in the collection of Robert Garrett (1875–1961),38 the undercount of the Persian Islamicate 
manuscripts39 seems to reflect that after World War I Near Eastern Studies was increasingly 
identified with research on the Arab-Islamic civilization before 1500.  The foundation of the 
Turkish Republic in 1923 and the final deposition of the Qajar dynasty in 1924 strengthened 
Turkish and Iranian Studies as independent fields of research which focused on the history of 
these modern nation states.  Yet in Europe and North America, Turkish and Iranian Studies 
have remained smaller disciplines, and Arabic Studies still dominates Near Eastern Studies.  

The collection’s second phase begins in 1930, when the Rare Book and Manuscript Library 
(RBML) was founded to separate bibliophilic holdings from the General Collection.  In the 
early 1930s George A. Plimpton (1855–1936) and David E. Smith (1860–1944) began to donate 
their rich collections which together yielded about 440 manuscripts in Arabic script.40  Neither 
collector focused on Islamic books.  But Smith, on his long quest for mathematical manuscripts 
in the Near East and India, had also developed an appreciation for illuminated Qurans and 
Islamic miniatures.  Plimpton was a wealthy publisher with a deep interest in the history of 
education, while Smith, a professor of mathematics at Columbia’s Teachers College, is today 
remembered as an American pioneer of the history of mathematics.  In the late 1940s, their 

                                            
35  Martinovitch, “Arabic, Persian and Turkish Manuscripts”: 219; Martinovitch excluded from his 
handlist of 47 codices the Avery manuscript already described by Yohannan, and concluded—wrongly— 
that the complete collection comprised 48 manuscripts. 
36  Aside from Naṣīr al-Dīn Ṭūsī’s Akhlāq-i Nāṣirī (MS pers. X893.7991 T87), Martinovtich listed copies 
of a Quran (X893.7 K84) and Bahāʾ al-Dīn al-ʿĀmilī’s Miftāḥ al-falāḥ (X893.7 M58) with Persian 
translation.  
37  His personal papers were given to the New York Public Library (Manscripts and Archives Division, 
MssCol 1884); for a short biography, see the catalog entry, available online s.v. Martinovich (sic): 
http://catalog.nypl.org/record=b12416095~S1 (accessed 15 May 2010). 
38  Martinovitch, A Catalogue of Turkish and Persian Manuscripts”; the catalog is obsolete for the Garrett 
manuscripts that Princeton University Library received in 1942.  I am indebted to Don Skemer for this 
information.  
39  RBML’s Oriental holdings in the Indo-Iranian languages include, for example, 20 Avesta manuscripts 
and a Gujarati translation of the Shāh-nāmah (MS gj. X892.5 Ac2, 2 vols.); 2 of these Avesta manuscripts 
(X892.5 Av3 I2; X892.5 Av3 S5) belonged to Jackson and entered RBML after his death in 1937. 
40  MSS Plimpton or. 265, 267-270, 272-307, 309-312; and MSS Smith or. 1-176, 178-264, 266, 271, 308, 
313-440.  These numbers are based on the card catalog and not yet confirmed by autopsy of all items; I 
have already found one lithographed prayerbook (Smith or. 177) among the manuscripts.  Both collectors 
used bookplates also for their manuscripts. 
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Islamic holdings were known among specialists, since the Iraqi Arabist George ʿAwwād (1908–
1992) visited RBML for his 1951 survey of Arabic manuscripts in American libraries.41   

With the end of World War II, the collection entered into its third phase.  The most 
important acquisition occurred in late 1959, when the widow of Arthur Jeffery (1892–1959), 
sold his private research library to Columbia Libraries.  In 1938, when Jeffery had succeeded 
Gottheil as Columbia’s professor of Semitic Studies, he was already a highly regarded Quran 
specialist.  RBML received from the Jeffery purchase 48 Arabic manuscripts,42 as well as some 
rare printed books and ephemeral items, which added a new focus on Arabic grammar, 
lexicography, and Quran commentary to the overall Islamic holdings.  The Jeffery purchase 
documents that in the late 1950s Columbia Libraries took an active interest in both developing 
the collection and improving access.  When A. Süheyl Ünver (1898–1986), a Turkish historian 
of science, was visiting professor at Columbia University, RBML seized the opportunity and 
Ünver wrote a handlist of the Smith-Plimpton collection as well as a short essay for the special 
collections issue of the Columbia Libraries Columns published in spring 1959.  Ünver counted 
375 Arabic, 128 Persian, and 43 Ottoman manuscripts but was wary of a primarily linguistic 
interpretation of these numbers: 

To classify the manuscripts according to the language in which they were written might 
give the impression that the Arabs have produced more than they did.  …  It would be 
scientifically correct to classify these manuscripts under a general name such as 
“Islamic Manuscripts,” taking the three languages of the Near and Middle East together, 
while at the same time distinguishing among them manuscripts in Arabic, Persian and 
Turkish.43 

Ünver’s concern that the non-Arab contribution to Near Eastern history was not duly recognized 
may explain why he showed little interest in manuscripts that written in more than one 
language.44  Addressing a U.S. audience, most of whom were unlikely to have strong feelings 

                                            
41  ʿAwwād, “Al-Makhṭūṭāt al-ʿarabiyya”: 261–264; with call numbers. He mentioned 11 manuscripts with 
a X call number and 12 Smith-Plimpton manuscripts.  For the 8 manuscripts with a X call numbers 
already on Martinovitch’s handlist, ʿAwwād limited himself to additional comments.  But in 4 cases the 
listed call number does match the described manuscript, and I have not yet been able to solve this matter.  
42  There is a separate card catalog for  Jeffery 1-54 , but Jeffery 10 and 14 are printed Qurans, while  
Jeffery 51-54 are photostats of complete Arabic manuscripts; photostats of a few more Arabic 
manuscripts are kept in Jeffery’s personal papers in Columbia Archives (MS#0674).  Jeffery used 
bookplates for his manuscripts, many of which were rebound; books without bookplate are usually 
inscribed. 
43  Ünver, “Islamic Manuscripts”: 34; unfortunately, the sketch does not include call numbers. 
44  Two Arabic manuscripts with Persian translation have been mentioned above.  One of the most 
interesting Arabic-Persian manuscripts is a fourteenth- century miscellany (Smith or. 45) in which an 
unfinished Persian treatise on trigonometry precedes a much studied version of the famous algebra 
treatise by ʿUmar Khayyām.  For a list of all 18 treatises, see ʿAwwād, “Al-Makhṭūṭāt al-ʿarabiyya”: 262–
263, though ʿAwwād does not comment on the sudden use of Persian. 
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about the relative merits of Arab, Iranian, and Turkish civilizations, the Turkish scholar opted 
for stressing Islam as their shared foundation.  

The third phase ended in the early 1960s when RBML ceased collecting Islamic 
manuscripts.  In the summer of 1962, Yvonne Khalil, an Egyptian graduate student of 
Columbia’s Library School, prepared a handlist of the Jeffery manuscripts, 45 but the newly 
created card catalogs of the Smith-Plimpton and Jeffery collections were never completely 
collated with the shelflist of manuscripts with a X call number.  The loss of momentum suggests 
that the development of an Islamic manuscript collection no longer seemed important to the 
Near Eastern Studies faculty.  The greater availability of research funding, in conjunction with 
affordable air travel, provided previously unimaginable opportunities for both field work and 
library research in the Near East, while much of the classical canon of Arab-Islamic literature 
could now be purchased in printed editions. 46  Since familiarity with manuscripts was no longer 
deemed indispensable for conducting Near Eastern Studies research, the translation or 
commented edition of a rare manuscript became a less well regarded research project for a 
dissertation.47  In 1961, Columbia Libraries bought part of the private library of the important 
Iranian literary critic and book collector Saʿīd Nafīsī (1895–1966) to improve the Iranian Studies 
holdings in the General Collection.48  When the Armenian-Turkish archeologist Hagop 
Kevorkian (1872–1962) endowed the university’s Iranian Studies chair, Columbia Libraries 
received a fund for Iranian Studies acquisitions,49 and until the mid 1980s, about 20 Persian 

                                            
45  In the RBML correspondence folder for Arthur Jeffery there is the copy of a letter, dated September 
1962, in which the head of RBML informed Jeffery’s colleague Tibor Halasi-Kun (1914–1991) about the 
cataloguing of the Jeffery manuscripts to inquire whether he, or one of his colleagues, would like to 
examine the books; no response by any faculty member is preserved in that folder (Jane R. Siegel, email 
to author, 2 September 2010). 
46  The better availability of printed sources might be one of the reasons why Near Eastern Studies 
scholars tend to sidestep a critical examination of editing practices when offering a historical analysis of 
content as a source-critical analysis; cf. how both Wadad al-Qadi and Iraj Afshar focus on matters of 
transcription in their contributions to Pfeiffer and Kropp, Theoretical Approaches to the Transmission of 
Knowledge.  For recent remarks about the shortcomings of “al-dhawq al-salīm” as textual criticism, see 
Witkam, “The Son’s Copy”: 607–608. 
47  For example, Jeanette A. Wakin, “Written Documents in Islamic Law: Ṭahāwī’s Kitāb al-shurūṭ al-
kabīr,” Ph.D. diss., Columbia University, 1971; only partially published as Wakin, Function.  Joseph 
Schacht (1902–1969), the successor of Jeffery, had suggested to Wakin the project of a commented 
edition of the only extant copy of a Hanafite handbook which he had discovered in Istanbul (Süleymaniye 
Library, MS arab. Şehid Ali Paşa 881) in the late 1920s.  
48  In the late 1930s Jackson’s widow had donated her husband’s research library to the university, and 
therefore Columbia Libraries declined the offer of buying Nafīsī’s complete collection to avoid 
unncessary duplication (Ehsan Yarshater, oral communication, 4 March 2011).  Nafīsī inscribed most of 
his books, which often also bear his library stamp and an inventory number.  But I have not yet found any 
list or inventory, documenting in detail the volumes acquired by Columbia Libraries.  For Nafīsī as 
manuscript collector, see Afshār, “Kitābkhānah-i Sacīd Nafīsī.” 
49  Ehsan Yarshater, oral communication, 4 March 2011. 
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manuscripts were added to the Islamic manuscript collection.  In contrast, only a few Arabic 
and Ottoman items were received as donations.50 

 At the beginning of the twenty-first century Columbia’s Islamic manuscript collection is 
best known among specialists of the history of mathematics, since two Smith manuscripts51 are 
among the ten Leithandschriften of the recent critical edition of “Maqāla fī’l-jabr wa’l-
muqābala” by ʿUmar Khayyām (d. 517/1123).52  The most precious item is the only extant copy 
of an anonymous Arabic translation of the Historiae adversus paganos by Orosius (fl. late 4th 
century CE).53  The provenance of this undated North African manuscript cannot be determined, 
nor is there any information who arranged, or paid for, its acquisition.  The manuscript entered 
the collection before 1926,54 and came to the attention of European scholars thanks to its being 
mentioned on Martinovitch’s handlist.55  The eminent Soviet Arabist Ignaty Kratchkovsky 
(1883–1951) suggested to his former colleague Martinovitch that Orosius might be the author of 
the only tentatively identified manuscript.56 
 
Manuscripts as antiquarian books  

The mysterious provenance of the Orosius manuscript demonstrates that it is rather difficult 
to brag about owning a book with unknown content.  Since Columbia’s librarians as 
institutional collectors had to justify their expenses, it was a much safer collection strategy to 
use the Cotheal Fund for the acquisition of identified works by well-known authors, preserved 
in dated contemporary copies.  Among the purchases made before the foundation of RBML in 
1930, three manuscripts are noteworthy because these important copies never attracted any 
attention, although they, unlike the Orosius manuscript, were correctly identified on 
Martinovitch’s handlist.  

The first is an Arabic fragment of 203 leaves that belongs to the monumental Tarīkh 
Dimashq by Ibn ʿAsākir (d. 571/1175).57  In 1896 Gottheil found the manuscript in Cairo, but 
unfortunately the gutter notes do not record its seller.  Martinovitch relied on a reader’s protocol 
(samāʿ) written on 27 Rabīʿ I 619/17 May 1222 for dating the manuscript (FIGURE 1).  
ʿAwwād described the copy as extremely precious, highlighting that Ibn ʿAsākir’s son al-Qāsim 

                                            
50  These manuscripts were added to the Smith collection and given Smith or. call numbers.  Among the 
post 1960 acquisitions are copies of ʿAbd al-Raḥmān al-Ṣūfī’s Ṣuwar al-kawākib (MS arab. Smith or. 
442) and Yazdī’s Mawāhib-i ilāhī (MS pers. Smith or. 444). 
51  MSS arab. Smith or. 34, and Smith or. 45 (9); for the bilingual miscellany, see also above. 
52  Rashed and Vahabzadeh, Al-Khayyām mathématicien: 116–236, Arabic text with French translation.  
53  MS arab. X893.712 H; the text is available in two versions, edited by al-Badawī (Beirut 1982) and 
Penelas (Madrid 2001). 
54  The date stamp JAN 19 1926 on a later added flyfleaf is mentioned in Orosius, ed. Penelas: 84. 
55  Martinovitch, “Arabic, Persian and Turkish Manuscripts”: 224 s.v. no. 18. 
56  Martinovitch, “Crusius or Orosius”: 171. 
57  MS arab. X893.7 Ib66; missing from GAL 1: 331 and S 1: 566–567. 
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(d. 600/1203) was among the listeners mentioned in the samāʿāt at the end of each section 
(juzʾ).58  The second Arabic manuscript was also a discovery of Gottheil.  In 1908 Columbia 
Libraries purchased from Geuthner, a French dealer and publisher who specialized in Oriental 
books, a manuscript of al-Sahm al-muṣīb fī radd ʿalā al-Khaṭīb by al-Muʿaẓẓam b. al-ʿĀdil (d. 
624/1227), the Ayyubid ruler of Damascus.  The complete text of the polemical treatise about 
al-Khaṭīb al-Baghdādī (d. 463/1071) is preserved in a formal copy written about a year before 
its author’s demise (FIGURE 2).59  In this instance, Martinovitch’s description must have 
seemed sufficient, as ʿAwwād merely mentioned the manuscript as a very valuable copy.60 
Although Gottheil is today mostly remembered as a specialist of Syriac, the dominant Semitic 
language before the rise of classical Arabic, his involvement with the acquisition of these 
manuscripts accords with his own research on early Arab-Islamic historiography, particularly on 
al-Kindī (d. 350/961).61  Moreover, dissertations about al-Kindī62 and al-Balādhurī (d. 
c.269/892)63 were written by Gottheil’s students.  

The third manuscript is a formal copy of the Humāyūn-nāmah by Vasi Alisi (d. 950/1543), 
a popular Ottoman version of Kalīla wa-Dimna, an Indian cycle of didactic animal fables.64  
Vasi Alisi drew on the Anwār-i suhaylī, the Persian adaptation by Ḥusayn Wāʿiẓ Kāshifī (d. 
910/1504) which until the late nineteenth-century dominated the Kalīla wa-Dimna reception 
among Persian reading audiences.65  The Ottoman colophon and the Arabic scribal note are not 
dated, but a later owner recorded its purchase on 15 Rajab 967/20 April 1560 (FIGURE 3).66  

                                            
58  ʿAwwād, “Al-Makhṭūṭāt al-ʿarabiyya”: 261; the short blurb does not discusses the title pages of the 
ajzāʿ .  At the Madrid colloquium Jan Just Witkam recognized that the RBML fragment belongs to the 
same copy as the fragment in the Leiden University Library (MS arab. Or. 12.644).  I am also very much 
indebted to Professor Witkam for alerting me to his study of the Leiden fragment; see: Witkam, “The 
Son’s Copy,” which reproduces four manuscript pages, including the title page of juzʾ 277 on p. 595.  For 
the title page of juzʾ 329 of the RBML fragment, see Figure 1. 
59  MS arab. X893.7 Is1; missing from GAL 1: 472–473 and S 1: 652.  The scribal note (fol. 138a) stands 
left of the undated colophon, but the cropping of the textblock did not destroy the date 623 (began 8 Jan. 
1226); see Figure 2. 
60  Martinovitch, “Arabic, Persian and Turkish Manuscripts”: p. 225 s.v. no. 20; and ʿAwwād, “Al-
Makhṭūṭāt al-ʿarabiyya”: 262. 
61  Al-Kindī, History; partial edition of the only extant copy in the British Library MS arab. Add. 23324. 
62  Nicholas A. Koenig, The History of the Governors of Egypt, Ph.D. diss., Columbia University, 1908; 
partial edition of the above mentioned al-Kindī manuscript in the British Library.  Both editions were 
almost immediately superseded by Rhuvon Guest’s 1912 edition of the complete manuscript.      
63  Philip K. Hitti, The Origins of the Islamic State: Part I, Ph.D. diss., Columbia University, 1915; 
Francis C. Murgotten, The Origins of the Islamic State: Part II, Ph.D. diss., Columbia University, 1924; 
commented translation of M. J. de Goeje’s 1866 edition of the Futūḥ al-buldān. 
64  See Kathleen R. F. Burrell’s entry “Wāsiʿ ʿAlisi,” in EI2 11: 162. 
65  A still useable survey of Kalila wa-Dimna  versions and their research literature up to the 1930s is 
provided by Carl Brockelmann’s entry “Kalīla wa Dimna,” in EI2 4: 503–506; first pub. in EI1. 
66  MS turk. X895.4 B473; cf. Martinovitch, “Arabic, Persian and Turkish Manuscripts”: 233 s.v. no. 46.  
The Arabic scribal note by Ḥamdī al-ʿAlī b. Darwīsh Muḥammad b. ʿĪsā follows the colophon’s prayer on 
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Since the Humāyūn-nāmah is not a work of Arabic literature, the manuscript is of course not 
mentioned on ʿAwwād’s handlist.  The manuscript does not have any gutter notes, but its 
acquisition reflects the importance of Kalīla wa-Dimna research to all specialists of Oriental 
languages since 1859, when Theodor Benfey (1809-1881) had first published his pathbreaking 
Pañcatantra study.  Already in 1893 Columbia Libraries bought a printed edition of the first 
chapter of Kāshifī’s Anwār-i suhaylī in a British student’s edition with partial vocalization.67   
The interest in the Near Eastern circulation of the Indian animal fables is documented by 
Chauvin’s 1897 Kalīla wa-Dimna bibliography which still provides the most complete survey of 
nineteenth-century editions printed in the Near East, India, and Europe.68  Gottheil’s copy of 
Chauvin’s bibliography belongs to the Syriac and Arabic books which his widow donated to 
Columbia Libraries in 1937. 

The desirability of these manuscripts makes it easy to overlook that the pursuit of valuable 
manuscripts was not a pastime particular to Western Orientalists.  Two contemporary 
photographs provide a glimpse of the manuscript trade in late Qajar Iran.  The books which are 
recognizable in this anonymous and undated photograph of a Tehran book dealer during the 
time of Aḥmad Shāh (r. 1909-1925) appear to be flat-back leather-bound books with paper 
labels on the spine (FIGURE 4).69  The dealer is likely to have prepared himself and his store 
for the photograph, but the books’ curiously uniform appearance suggests a specialized dealer of 
antiquarian books because the books are already bound.  Dealers of new expensive books rather 
sold their wares as unbound textblocks that the buyer would have bound according to taste and 
budget.70  The second undated photograph by an unknown photographer documents the 

                                                                                                                                  
fol. 388b; see Figure 3.  The purchase note stands outside the colophon frame, and identifies Muḥammad 
Ḥalabī, the kātib of Iskandar Pāshā, as the seller.  Martinovitch missed the scribal note and read Chalabī 
as the name of the scribe. 
67  Bāb-i awwal az kitāb-i Anwār-i suhaylī, ed. H. G. Keene, London: J. L. Cox and Sons, 1837; with 
Persian title page and unsigned English preface (Offsite 893.4 B47 O33). 
68  Bibliographie des ouvrages arabes ou relatifs aux arabes publiés dans l’Europe chrétienne de 1810-
1885: II – Kalîlah, Liége: H. Vaillant-Carmanne, 1897 (Offsite AGC6 C51).  The complete work 
comprises 12 volumes, published between 1892 and 1922.  Victor Chauvin (1844–1913) organized Arabic 
literature according to a nineteenth-century model of literary history.  The origins are proverbs (amthāl) 
and Kalīla wa-Dimna, which are followed by Sīrat ʿAntar and other epics, Alf layla wa-layla, and the 
literary prose genre maqāma.  The development ends with Quran, Muḥammad biography, and literature 
about Islam. 
69  Karīmzādah, “Bāzār-i jahānī-yi nuskhahhā-yi khaṭṭī”: unnumbered pl. in appendix. 
70  I am indebted to Ulrich Marzolph (email to author, 7 June 2010) for this observation based on his 
extensive work with Persian lithographed books.  Some lithographs in the Nafīsī collection, such as an 
illustrated Persian copy of Qazwīnī’s ʿAjā’ib al-makhlūqāt (Tehran 1310/1893, Offsite 893.7 K181 G) 
kept their original paper wrappers when they were bound by Columbia Libraries in the 1960s.  Jeffery 
owned an unbound copy of al-Khafājī’s gloss on al-Bayḍāwī’s tafsīr  with four blind-tooled leather 
bindings (Būlāq 1283/1866, RBML B893.7 K84 DK).  The quires show no traces of wear and tear, and 
the bindings are in mint condition without pastedowns. 
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collector’s side of the manuscript trade (FIGURE 5).71  While there is more variety on the 
shelves of the private library of Ẓahīr al-Dawla (d. 1924), a retired court official and son-in-law 
of Nāṣir al-Din Shāh (r. 1848–1896), the photographs suggest that Near Eastern book collectors 
shared esthetic and historical preferences with European and North American book collectors.  
But the common pursuit of manuscripts raises the question of how Western and Near Eastern 
collectors divided the market among themselves.72   

The focus on valuable manuscripts ensured that cheap books, pamphlets, and ephemera 
which were in circulation around 1900 are nowadays mostly missing from Islamic book 
collections wherever they are.73  We know that restrictions set by budgets and buildings, 
together with sheer luck and fluid criteria such as beauty and market value, will always 
determine which material evidence enters private and public institutions to be studied by later 
generations of scholars.  Moreover, the long standing tradition of excluding popular literature 
and ephemera from serious research libraries was never particular to books in Oriental 
languages.  While it is of course impossible to build research on the intellectual and cultural 
history of Near Eastern societies on a regrettable lacuna in the collection, it is equally 
problematic to construct collection policies relying solely on extant holdings.  The task of 
understanding how a collection was formed must comprise both an analysis of its strength and 
an exploration—or perhaps rather an informed guess—of that which was excluded for various 
good reasons and is now missing. 

 
Ephemera, cheap books, and pretty pictures 

Research on the economics of book production in early modern Europe has shown that 
printers financed the production of books not sponsored by a patron by so-called “job” printing: 
the production of ephemera, such as advertisements, petitions, tickets, or almanacs.74  The best 
known examples of pre-modern ephemera with Arabic script are block-printed talismans and 
single-sheet calligraphy specimens.  But either group is usually studied in isolation, independent 

                                            
71  Rosen, Persien: 130. 
72  For the relationships that Charles Schefer (1820–1898) cultivated with Ottoman bibliophiles, see the 
short remark in Richard, “Collectionneurs français”: 65. 
73  For Arabic chapbooks, see Khayyat, ”Style‘: 59; and Marzolph, ”Still the Same Old Jokes‘: 163–164. 
The “world of cheap print” in colonial Bengal is described by Anindita Ghosh in Gupta and Chakravorty, 
Print Areas: 169–196.  Twentieth-century Persian and Urdu chapbooks are surveyed in Marzolph, 
Dāstānhā-ye šīrīn; and Hanaway and Nasir, “Chapbook Publishing in Pakistan. 
74  I have excluded personal letters from this list, because they are created as individual documents for 
private purposes, although the role of the public scribe may be another type of “little job” through which 
a manuscript workshop created revenues.  For the importance of “little jobs” to printers in early modern 
Britain, see Peter Stallybrass’ contribution in Baron, Agent of Change: 315–341.  For a passing remark 
about the bazaar writer establishments in India, see Francesca Orsini in Gupta and Chakravorty, Print 
Areas: 126. 
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of each other, and so we do not yet know how their production fits into the economy of both 
manuscript workshop75 and printing house.76  In contrast, the business of newspaper publication 
and its relationship with book production have received considerable attention because of the 
importance of journalism to the emergence of a modern public sphere.77 

Ephemera and cheap books, be they handwritten or printed, have a very low survival rate as 
they are not made to last forever: they are commodities created for consumption.  Libraries are 
better equipped to process valuable books, personal papers, and the like than to research flimsy 
artefacts, for which the cost of cataloguing, preservation, and storage seems disproportionately 
high in relation to their material and intellectual value.78  These financial constraints explain 
why the survival rate of cheap, printed books is probably worse than the survival rate of 
informal, unillustrated manuscripts with unidentified content, written in the nineteenth century.  
Since Near Eastern Studies scholars nowadays work with printed books while idealizing 
manuscripts, few libraries can boast of a Near Eastern Studies librarian who feels competent to 
evaluate Islamic manuscripts as coolly as printed books.  Until recently cheap books and 
ephemera tended to be accidental acquisitions, flotsam which was often only accepted if 
piggybacked on books considered worthwhile having.  In catalogs the social distance between a 
limited hardcover edition and a mass-produced softcover is usually erased by calling the 
pamphlet a booklet, a sanitizing term that does not signal “cheap print.”  Many ephemera pose 
the additional challenge that they preserve vernacular language and folk traditions so that their 
correct identification demands a fairly good understanding of popular culture.  Ephemera are 
therefore often stashed away with the not yet catalogued material, remaining de facto 
inaccessible.   

                                            
75  That for art historians the creation of single-sheet calligraphy is still detached from any concrete 
economic motives is suggested by statements such as “[s]ince the late 1400s, calligraphers had 
increasingly made single-sheet calligraphy specimens as a mode of artistic production freed from any 
precise need.” (McWilliams and Roxburgh, Traces: 78).   
76  Among the Islamic ephemera in RBML is an Arabic blockprint of undetermined provenance (P. Col. 
Inv. 705b), first published by Bulliet, “Medieval Arabic Ṭarsh;” for a comprehensive description, see 
Schaefer, Enigmatic Charms: 169–176 and pls. 40a-c.  Bulliet relied on Arabic poetry about the Banū 
Sāsān to argue that blockprints were printed with metal plates and that petty criminals may have been 
involved with their production.  Schaefer (pp. 38–39) considers Bulliet’s hypothesis a lead awaiting 
further confirmation. 
77  Newspapers are not ephemera, although the survival rates of short-lived publications with a limited 
circulation are also quite poor.  For a recent summaries how newspaper printing fits into the history of 
Near Eastern printing, see Hanebutt, Sprachen: 206–216, 226–227 (Arabic press), 227–248 (Turkish 
press), and 269–270, 272 ( Persian press in Iran).  For nineteenth-century Urdu newspapers, see Stark, 
Empire: 351–384, cf. pp. 6 and 12. 
78  For a reflection on collection policies prompted by the late 1980s budget cuts for the British Library, 
see McKenzie, Making Meaning: 276–281.  For a German perspective on the challenges of preserving 
cultural heritage, see Bernhard Fabian in Fabian, Zukunftsaspekte: 22–33. 
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The example of Kalīla wa-Dimna illustrates how the common-sense strategy of buying the 

most valuable book for the least money depends on rarely scrutinized value judgments that 
change over time.  Outside India, the cycle of animal fables has been known since the sixth 
century CE, so that during the course of its long reception the work was repeatedly translated 
and revised to adapt its text to the changing needs of a wide range of audiences.79  In the 
nineteenth century, Kalīla wa-Dimna circulated in most Near Eastern languages in more than 
one version, and belonged almost everywhere to the first works selected for mass publication.  
In Egypt, an Arabic version was issued in print as early as the 1830s, together with Vasi Alisi’s 
Ottoman version.80  In Iran, from the late 1840s onwards, Kāshifī’s Anwār-i suhaylī was 
available in several illustrated lithographed editions.  The classical literary version by Abū’l-
Maʿālī Naṣr Allāh Munšī (first half of 5th/12th century), which combined Arabic verses with 
Persian prose, was first published as an illustrated lithograph in the late 1850s.  In the 1910s a 
simplified illustrated version, called Akhlāq-i asāsī and prepared by the otherwise unknown 
Moḥammad-ʿAlī Kātūzīyān Tihrānī, gave Persian reading audiences a modern alternative.81   

At the beginning of the twentieth century, Columbia Libraries opted for the purchase of a 
sixteenth-century manuscript of the work’s sixteenth-century Ottoman version, and did not 
acquire any of the printed versions issued for contemporary readers in the Arab provinces of the 
Ottoman Empire and Iran.  A century later, the unillustrated Ottoman manuscript is little studied 
as its Ottoman text is considered too far removed from the fables’ lost Sankrit original.  But 
since the 1990s, when Ulrich Marzolph first embarked on his research about lithographed 
illustrations, cheap Persian books are now in the process of becoming expensive collector’s 
items.  During the last decade the increased attention to material history, which is at least in part 
a reaction to the digital turn in the Humanities, has added a new urgency to the old challenges 
of how to preserve the whole range of books and book related artifacts threatened by extinction.  
Previously little appreciated holdings, such as an uncatalogued copy of Kātūzīyān’s Akhlāq-i 

                                            
79  Among Anglo-American book historians and bibliographers, this position was passionately argued by 
McKenzie, Making Meaning: 271 and 279.  His position recalls how in the 1960s the literary critic Hans 
Robert Jauss had applied Gadamer’s hermeneutics to literary history, founding the discipline of reception 
studies in the process. 
80  Not all early nineteenth-century editions mentiond in earlier scholarship (Chauvin, Bibliographie, op. 
cit.; Brockelmann, “Kalīla wa Dimna,” op. cit.) are documented in early twenty-first century online 
catalogs; for the Ottoman version printed in Egypt in 1835, see Burrell, “Wāsiʿ ʿAlisi,” op. cit. 
81  A survey of the lithographed Persian versions is provided by Marzolph, “Lithographed Kalīlah wa 
Dimnah;” for Kātūzīyān’s version, see pp. 187 and 213 with fig. 11.1-12.  For the Akhlāq-i asāsī, which 
was issued as part of a three-volume set, together with an abridgment of the Marzubān-nāmah and a 
selection from Saʿdī’s Būstān, see Muḥammadī and Qāyinī, Adabiyyāt-i kūdakān-i dawrah-i mashrūṭah, 1: 
264–265 and 2: 715, 717.  The illustrated copy (Figures 6-7) is marked as a second issue on the title page, 
and has different dates on the title page (1331/1913) and in the colophon (Rabīʿ II 1332/began 26 Feb. 
1914) by Murtaḍā al-Ḥusaynī al-Baraghānī (p. 199).  The unsigned miniatures have been ascribed to 
Ḥusayn-ʿAlī Khān Muṣawwir. 
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asāsī in a private New York research library, are now valued as evidence for intellectual history.  
The fragile softcover does not contain a scholarly edition of Naṣr Allāh Munšī’s text, but the 
Akhlāq-i asāsī illustrates that Qajar modernization policies were accompanied by the formation 
of a new canon of classical Persian literature.  On the title page (FIGURE 6) Kātūzīyān 
identified Kalīla wa-Dimna as a work of the legendary Indian philosopher Bīdpāy, translated by 
the Sasanian physician Burzūya (fl. 531-78 CE) into Pahlawi, by the Abbasid man of letters Ibn 
al-Muqaffaʿ (d. c.139/757) from Pahlawi into Arabic, and by the Ghaznavid man of letters Naṣr 
Allāh Munšī from Arabic into Persian.  Although Kātūzīyān highlighted the pre-Islamic origins 
of twelfth-century Persian literature which supported the concept of historical continuity 
between pre-Islamic Iran under Sasanian rule and Islamic Iran under Qajar rule, the book design 
presents this version as modern Persian literature.  The illustrations (FIGURE 7) and the title 
page design with frame and fleuron like elements, although their inelegant execution suggests 
that they were an afterthought, document the influence of illustrated French books and place the 
book visually outside the Qajar tradition of illustrated lithographs.    

The lithographed Akhlāq-i asāsī is just one example of how at the beginning of the 
twentieth century, both scribes and printers had began to adjust their production to the demands 
for modern books: the manuscript tradition had effectively come to an end.  Yet, in an ironic 
twist, the emergence of the Holy Land, Egypt, and India as popular tourist destination in 
connection with the late nineteenth century discovery of Islamic art in Europe and North 
America provided a last “job” for manuscript workshops who turned to the recycling of 
disbound and damaged manuscripts in order to produce authentic keepsakes for unsuspecting 
tourists.82  An example of such a piece is this single leaf from an unidentified anthology of 
Arabic and Persian poetry (FIGURE 8).83  The left side (fol. a) shows the last page of a 
collection of Arabic poetry and ends with a short, undated colophon, while the right side (fol. b) 
opens with a damaged headpiece and a miniature.  The headpiece comprises a rectangular panel 
with three cartouches and a dome, and originally introduced a group of “qaṣāyid-i fārsī.”  But 
when the original codex was recycled, probably in the twentieth century, the Persian text was 
painted over with a generic hunting scene, copied from an unidentified Safavid model.  The 
recycling also destroyed the proportions of the page as the leaf’s top and bottom margins were 
unevenly cropped.  Although the juxtaposition of headpiece and miniature is jarring because it 
violates the conventions for the uses of headpiece and figurative painting in Islamic books, the 
reworked fragment illustrates that in the twentieth century collectors, not specialized in Islamic 
books or Islamic art, created a market for Persian miniatures.  Since the reworked fragment 
disregards the established conventions of  Islamic book design so blatantly, its production 

                                            
82  For an overview of the practice of cutting up bound books, see de Hamel, Cutting up Manuscripts. 
83  MS arab. and pers. Smith or. 466.  The fragment was given by Sherwood Waldron, but RBML records 
preserve no further information about the donor or the exact date of his donation.  
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appears more obviously as a reaction to market demands, serving thus as an extreme example 
for the interdependence between book production and book collecting.  

The fragment was catalogued as a Persian miniature, when it entered Columbia Libraries 
after 1960, and not as the fragment of a divan.  In retrospect, it was fortuitous that at the time of 
its donation RBML did not have a discerning curator of Islamic manuscripts who would have 
flat out rejected this piece as a poorly executed forgery.  The accidental acquisition can now 
serve as a forceful reminder that every generation adapts its cultural heritage to its own specific 
needs.  Conversely, the criteria for judging a literary or visual artefact on its own merit—
measuring for example authenticity and originality—are subject to historical change and cannot 
be self-evident,84 because every book begins its life as a commodity produced and traded in 
distinct historical circumstances. 
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